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Abstract: In this article we studied anti-invariant submanifolds of almost complex contact metric manifolds. We found a relation
between Nijenhuis tensor fields of anti-invariant submanifolds and almost complex contact manifolds. We investigatedrelations
between curvature tensors of these manifolds. Moreover, westudied anti-invariant submanifolds of almost complex contact metric
manifolds.Some necessary conditions on which a submanifolds of an almost complex contact metric manifolds isḠ-J anti-invariant
were given. Also we found some characterizations for totally geodesic or umbilical̄G-J anti-invariant submanifolds of almost complex
contact metric manifolds.
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1 Introduction

Contact manifolds was first worked by W. M. Boothby and H. C. Wang [1,2,3], and J.W. Gray [14] described an almost

contact manifold by reducing the structural group of the tangent bundle toU(n)X1. Later S. Sasaki[15] showed the

existence of four tensor fields, and introduced the Riemannian metric with regard to the almost contact structure. Tensor

calculus has been a powerful and prominent method since the study of contact manifold were initiated to use by these

four tensor fields. Two special contact Riemannian manifolds are K-contact Riemannian manifolds and Sasakian

manifolds.It can be said that a Sasakian manifold can be regarded as an odd-dimensional analogue of a Kahlerian

manifold. Differentiable manifolds were worked by Y. Hatakeyama [5] with almost contact metric structure in 1963. In

this work contact metric structure was called with vanishing Ni
j or Ni

jk K-contact metric structure or normal contact

metric structure respectively. In 1976, D. E. Blair [4] provided necessary and sufficient conditions for normality on

almost contact metric manifolds.

Although complex contact manifolds are almost as old as realcontact manifolds’ modern theory, this subject attracts less

attention but recently many examples about this subject have been studied in the literature. B. Korkmaz [9] showed a

complex analogue of real contact metric manifolds in her PhDthesis.

The concept of complex contact manifold was found as a resultof the works of Kobayashi and Boothby[11,12,13] in

late 1950s and the early 1960s. This is just shortly after theBoothby-Wang fibration in real contact geometry. Then in

1965, J. A. Wolf[16] studied homogeneous complex contact manifolds. Ishiharaand Konishi[6,7] introduced a notion of

normality for complex contact structures. In this development however, the notion of normality seems too strong since it

precludes the complex Heisenberg group as one of the canonical examples, although it does include complex projective
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spaces as odd complex dimension as one would expect. Then B. Korkmaz [8,9,10] give a new condition for the

normality. As a subject the Riemannian Geometry of complex contact manifolds have just made it debut and it tends to

be studied on it. In the literature work we have done, the submanifolds of complex contact metric manifolds have

defected not to be studied on and that’s why we decided to workon this issue.

Based on these studies, we have investigated submanifolds of almost complex contact metric manifolds. We first search

case in which anti-invariant according toJ andḠ. Namely, we acceptJTM⊂ TM⊥ andḠTM⊂ TM⊥. In this study, we

studied case in which structure vector fields aren’t tangentto TM. In this case, we have found relations between

Nijenhuis tensor fields of almost complex contact metric submanifolds of this almost complex contact manifolds with

almost complex contact manifolds . Also, we have investigated relation between curvature tensors of these two

manifolds. In this study, we have showed that structure vector fields must not be tangent toTM. In this case, we have

given condition be total umbilical and totally geodesic̄G− J anti-invariant submanifold of almost complex contact

metric manifolds. Also we have given condition be parallel with respect to the induced connection on̄G − J

anti-invariant submanifold of structure vector fields.

2 Some fundamental concepts and definitions

2.1 Contact manifolds

Firstly let us present definition of contact manifold. AC∞ manifoldM2n+1 is called a contact manifold if there is a 1-form

µ such that

µ ∧ (dµ)n 6= 0. (1)

In particulary, a contact manifold is routable when (1) inequality is provided. Sincedµ has rank 2n on Grassmann algebra

∧T∗
mM at each pointm∈ M, it is obtained a 1-dimensional subspace,

{W ∈ TmM | dµ (W,TmM) = 0} ,

whenµ 6= 0. On the other hand ifµ is zero, it is obtained complementary of that subspace. Also, we get a global vector

field ξ satisfying

dµ (ξ ,W) = 0,µ (ξ ) = 1.

takingξm in this subspace normalized byµ (ξm) = 1. ξ is called the characterstic vector field of the contact structure [4].

Theorem 1. Let M2n+1 be a contact manifold in widersense. Ifµ is odd, M2n+1 is routable, then M2n+1 is contact

manifold[4].

2.2 Almost complex and almost contact structures

A tensor fieldJ of type (1,1) is called an almost complex structure, whereJ2 = −I . A Riemannian manifold endowed

with an almost Complex structure a called almost complex manifold. A Hermitian metric on an almost complex manifold

(M,J) is an invariant Riemannian metric underJ,i.e.,

g(JW,JZ) = g(W,Z) .
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Pointing out thatJ is negative-self-adjoint with respect tog, i.e.,

g(W,JZ) =−g(JW,Z) ,

Ω (W,Z) = g(W,JZ)

defines a 2-form called the fundamental 2-form of the Hermitian structure(M,J,g). A complex manifoldM together with

J the corresponding almost complex structure is called(M,J,g) Hermitian manifold. IfdΩ = 0, the structure is almost

Keahlerian. Also note that, every almost complex manifold receives a Hermitian metricg defined by

g(W,Z) = k(W,Z)+ k(JW,JZ) ,

wherek is any Riemaniann metric.

In terms of structure tensors, we can say thatM2n+1 has an almost contact structure or sometimes(φ ,ξ ,µ)−structure if

it admits a tensor fieldφ of type(1,1) , a vector fieldξ and a 1-formµ satisfying

φ2 =−I + µ ⊗ ξ ,µ (ξ ) = 1.

Theorem 2.Let M2n+1 be a(φ ,ξ ,µ)−structure. Thenφξ = 0 and µ ◦ φ = 0. Moreover the endomorphismφ has rank

2n[4].

Definition 1. Let g be a Riemaniann metric providing

g(φW,φZ) = g(W,Z)− µ (W)µ (Z) .

A manifold M2n+1 with a (φ ,ξ ,µ)−structure taking a Riemannann metric g is called an almost contact metric structure

and we say that g is compatible metric[4].

2.3 Complex contact manifolds

Let us recall main notation about complex contact manifold for this subject, main reference is B.Korkmaz.

Definition 2. A complex contact manifold is called a complex manifold of odd complex dimension2n+1 together with an

open covering{Oα} by coordinate neighborhoods such that:

(1) On eachOα there is a holomorphic 1-formΨα such that

Ψα ∧ (dΨα)
n 6= 0;

(2) OnOα ∩Oβ 6=∅ there is a non-vanishing holomorphic function fαβ such thatΨα = fαβΨβ .

The subspaces{W ∈ TmOα : Ψα (W) = 0} define a non-integrable holomorphic subbundleH of complex dimension 2n

called the complex contact subbundle or horizontal subbundle. The quotientL = T M/H is a complex line bundle over

M. For sake of brevity, we will often neglect the subscripts on local tensor fields. Define a local sectionX of TM, i.e., a

section ofTO, by dx(X,W) = 0 for everyW ∈ H ,x(X) = 0. Then such local sections define a global subbundleϑ by

ϑ |O= span{X,JX} . Now we getTM = H ⊕ϑ and we denote the projection mapp from TM to H . We suppose

throughout in this study thatϑ is integrable and we callϑ the vertical subbundle or characteristic subbundle.
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Otherwise ifM is a complex manifold with almost complex structureJ, Hermitian metricg and open covering by

coordinate neighborhoods{Oα} , M is called a complex almost contact metric manifold, if it provides the following two

properties:

(1) On eachOα there exist 1-formsxα andyα = xα ◦ J with orthogonal dual vector fieldsXα andYα =−JXα and(1,1)

tensor fieldsGα andHα = GαJ such that

G2
α = H2

α =−I + xα ⊗Xα + yα ⊗Yα , (2)

GαJ =−JGα , (3)

GαX = 0, (4)

g(W,GαZ) =−g(GαW,Z) , (5)

g(Xα ,W) = xα (W) , (6)

xα (Xα) = 1 (7)

(2) OnOα ∩Oβ 6=∅,

xβ = axα −byα ,

yβ = bxα +ayα ,

Gβ = aGα −bHα ,

Hβ = bGα +aHα

wherea andb are functions providing the equalitya2+b2 = 1[4]

Consequently, on a complex almost contact metric manifoldM, the following identities is held:

HαGα =−GαHα = J+ xα ⊗Yα − yα ⊗Xα

JHα =−HαJ = Gα

g(HαW,Z) =−g(W,HαZ)

GαYα = HαXα = HαYα = 0

xαGα = yαGα = xαHα = yαHα = 0

JYα = Xα ,g(Xα ,Yα) = 0.

Let (M,{ωα}) be a complex contact manifold. We can find a non-vanishing, complex-valued function multipleπα of ωα

such that onOα ∩Oβ , πα = hαβ πβ with hαβ : Oα ∩Oβ → S1. Let πα = xα − iyα . Sinceωα is holomorphicyα = xαJ .

We can locally descriptive of a vector fieldX providing following properties

(1) for all W in H , du(X,W) = 0

(2) x(X) = 1,y(X) = 0.
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Then we have a global subbundleϑ locally spanned byX andY = −JX with TM = H ⊕ϑ . We sayϑ the vertical

subbundle on contact structure. Here we can obtain a local(1,1) tensorG from a complex almost contact metric structure

onM such that(x,y,X,Y,G,H = GJ,g)[10].

Definition 3. Let (M,{ω}) be a complex contact manifold with the complex structure J and hermitian metric g.

(M,x,y,X,Y,g) is called a complex contact metric manifold if

(1) There is a local(1,1) tensor g such that(x,y,X,Y,G,H = GJ,g) is a complex almost contact metric structure on M,

and

(2) g(W,GZ) = dx(W,Z) and g(W,HZ) = dy(W,Z) for all W,Z in H .

Now, let us define 2-formŝG andĤ by

Ĝ(W,Z) = g(W,GZ)

Ĥ (W,Z) = g(W,HZ) .

Then

Ĝ(W,Z) = dx(W,Z) ,

Ĥ (W,Z) = dy(W,Z) ,

whereW,Z are horizontal vector fields.

Generally, forσ (W) = g(∇WX,Y) , we get

Ĝ= dx−σ ∧y (8)

Ĥ = dx+σ ∧x. (9)

[10].

Let p be projection map fromTM to H . There is a symmetric operatorh = 1
2Lξ φ playing an important role in real

contact geometry, whereξ is the characteristic vector field,φ is the structure tensor of the real contact metric structure

andL represents the Lie- differentiation. Especially, we obtain

∇Wξ =−φW−φhW

on a real contact manifold. We define symmetric operatorhX,hY from TM to H in the same way, as follows:

hX =
1
2

sym(LXG)◦ p

hY =
1
2

sym(LYG)◦ p,

wheresymrepresents the symmetrization. Then for levi-civita connection∇ of g, we have

hXG=−GhX,hYH =−HhY,

hX (X) = hX (Y) = hY (X) = hY (Y) = 0,
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and

∇WX =−GW−GhXW+σ (W)Y, (10)

∇WY =−HW−HhYW−σ (W)X, (11)

where∇ is Levi-Civita connection of g[10].

Therefore

∇XX = σ (X)Y,∇YX = σ (Y)Y,∇XY =−σ (X)X,∇YY =−σ (Y)X. (12)

Lemma 1.∇XG= σ (X)H and∇YH =−σ (Y)G.

Let M be a complex contact metric manifold. the authors in [7] defined(1,2) tensorsSandT on a complex almost contact

manifolds as follows:

S(W,Z) = [G,G] (W,Z)+2y(Z)HW−2y(W)HZ

+2g(W,GZ)X−2g(W,HZ)Y−σ (GW)HZ (13)

+σ (GZ)HW+σ (W)GHZ−σ (Z)GHW

T (W,Z) = [H,H] (W,Z)+2u(Z)GW−2x(W)GZ

+2g(W,HZ)Y−2g(W,GZ)X+σ(HW)GZ−σ(HZ)GW−σ(W)HGZ+σ(Z)HGW (14)

where

[G,G] (W,Z) = (∇GWG)Z− (∇GZG)W−G(∇WG)Z+G(∇ZG)W

is the Nijenhuis torsion ofG. In [7] the authors introduced concept of normality in which case the two tensorSandT are

vanish. One of the important their result is that ifM is normal then it is Keahlerian.

Definition 4. [10] A complex contact metric manifold M is called normal if

(1) S(W,Z) = T (W,Z) = 0 for all W,Z in H , and

(2) S(X,W) = T (Y,W) = 0 for all W.

In real contact geometry, normality means the vanishing of the operatorh. The following proposition gives the parallel

result for complex contact geometry.

Proposition 1. If M is normal, then hx = hy = 0[10].

By the above proposition, on a normal complex contact metricmanifold we have

∇WX =−GW+σ (W)Y (15)

and

∇WY =−HW−σ (W)X (16)
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3 G−J anti-invariant submanifolds of almost complex contact metric manifolds

Assume that complex contact structure ofM̄ is defined by
(

M̄, X̄,Ȳ, x̄, ȳ, ḡ, H̄ = ḠJ
)

. If M is a submanifold ofM̄ , that is,

according toJ andḠ,

JTmM ⊆ TmM⊥ (17)

and

GTmM ⊆ TmM⊥. (18)

In this caseM is G− J anti- invariant submanifold of̄M. Then from(17) and (18), we have

JTmM∩TmM⊥ 6=∅

and

GTmM∩TmM⊥ 6=∅.

If we getJTmM∩GTmM 6=∅,we defineµ orthogonal distribution toJTmM⊕GTmM in TmM⊥. In this case, we can write

TmM⊥ = JTmM⊕GTmM⊕ µ .

SinceM is anti-invariant submanifold according toG andJ , we can get

ḠJW=−JGW (19)

for all W ∈ Γ (TM) . Also we applyḠ to both side of (19), then we can find

Ḡ2JW= JG2W

and from (2), we obtain

Ḡ2JW= JG2W =−JW+ ḡ(JW, X̄)X̄+ ḡ(JW,Ȳ)Ȳ.

If structure vector fields̄X,Ȳ of M̄ are tangent toM, we findG2 = −I for W ∈ TmM. If structure vector fieldX̄,Ȳ of M̄

are normal toM, we findG2 =−I for W ∈ TmM.

Let us assume that the structure vector fieldsX̄,Ȳ are normal toM, in this case, we can take

X̄ =−JX (20)

and

Ȳ =−JY (21)

whereX,Y are unit vector fields ofM.Then by using (20) and (21) , we obtain

Ȳ = X̄J⇒Y = XJ.

Let x andy be 1-form ofM, then we write

x̄= xJ, ȳ= yJ (22)
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therefore using (22) , we find

y=−xJ.

If we useH̄ = ḠJ, we obtainH = GJ,also, we find

ȳ(JW) =−y(W), x̄(JW) =−x(W). (23)

If we applyḠ to both side of (19), we find

G2 =−I + x⊗X+ y⊗Y

y(Y) = 1,x(X) = 1 (24)

y(GW) = 0,x(GW) = 0 (25)

and

GX = GY= HY = HX = 0 (26)

via ḠX̄ = 0. Then we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.Let M be a G− J anti invariant submanifold of an almost Complex contact manifold M̄, such thatX̄ andȲ

are normal to M. Then M has almost complex contact structure(M,X,Y,x,y,H = GJ,g).

From Gauss formula, we can write

∇̄WGZ=
(

∇̄WG
)

Z+G(∇WZ)+GB(W,Z) (27)

for all W,GZ∈ Γ (TM) . Then, if we use

∇̄WGZ=−AGZW+DWGZ, (28)

from (27) and (28), we have

(

∇̄WG
)

Z+G(∇WZ)+GB(W,Z) =−AGZW+DWGZ. (29)

Assume thatG is parallel according to induced connection, then from (29), we have

AGZW = 0. (30)

From Gauss formula

∇̄GWZ = ∇GWZ+B(GW,Z)

and if we use

G∇̄WZ = ∇GWZ+B(GW,Z)

we can obtain

B(GW,Z) = GB(W,Z). (31)

Also from Weingarten formula, we can write

∇̄JWGZ=−AGZJW+DJWGZ.
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Then from

G∇JWZ+GB(JW,Z) =−AGZJW+DJWGZ,

we can find

AGZJW= 0 (32)

and from

∇̄GZJW=−AJWGZ+DGZJW

J∇GZW+ JB(GZ,W) =−AJWGZ+DGZJW,

we have

AJWGZ= 0. (33)

The following equations give the relations between the curvature tensor fields ofM andM̄. Let R andR̄ be curvature

tensor fields ofM andM̄ respectively. Then we write

R̄
(

JW,ḠJW,ḠJW,JW
)

= ḡ
(

R̄(JW,ḠJW)ḠJW,JW
)

= ḡ
(

∇̄JW∇̄JGWJGW,JW
)

− ḡ
(

∇̄JGW∇̄JWJGW,JW
)

− ḡ
(

∇̄[JW,JGW]JGW,JW
)

.

Here, using Gauss and Weingarten formulas, we can obtain

R̄
(

JW,ḠJW,ḠJW,JW
)

=−ḡ
(

∇̄JWAJGWJGW,JW
)

+ ḡ(∇̄JWDJGWJGW,JW)

+ ḡ
(

∇̄JWAJGWJW,JW
)

− ḡ(∇̄JWDJWJGW,JW)

+ ḡ(AJGW [JW,JGW] ,JW)− ḡ
(

D[JW,JGW]JGW,JW
)

and if we use (27)-(33), then we can obtain

R̄
(

JW,ḠJW,ḠJW,JW
)

= R⊥
(

JW,ḠJW,ḠJW,JW
)

− ḡ(AJWJW,AJGWJGW) (34)

+ ḡ(AJWJGW,AJGWJW) .

Also from Weingarten formula, we get

∇̄JGWJGW=−AJGWJGW+DJGWJGW

and from

∇̄JGWJGW=
(

∇̄JGWJ
)

GW+ J∇̄JGWGW,

we have

AJGWJGW= 0. (35)

If we use (35) in (34), we can find

R̄
(

JW,ḠJW,ḠJW,JW
)

= R⊥
(

JW,ḠJW,ḠJW,JW
)

+ ḡ(AJWJGW,AJGWJW)
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Theorem 4.Let M be a G− J anti invariant submanifold with almost complex contact metric structure of almost contact

metric manifoldM̄. The relation between curvature tensor fields of M andM̄ is given by

R̄
(

JW,ḠJW,ḠJW,JW
)

= R⊥
(

JW,ḠJW,ḠJW,JW
)

+ ḡ(AJWJGW,AJGWJW)

where A is shape operator of M.

Now we investigate relation between Nijenhuis tensor fieldsof M andM̄. N andN̄ be Nijenhuis tensor fields ofM andM̄

respectively.Assume that

[JW,JZ] = J [W,Z] . (36)

Then we have

N̄ (W,Z) =
[

ḠW,ḠZ
]

− Ḡ
[

ḠW,Z
]

− Ḡ
[

W,ḠZ
]

+ Ḡ2 [W,Z] ,

N̄(JW,JZ) =
[

ḠJW,ḠJZ
]

− Ḡ
[

ḠJW,JZ
]

− Ḡ
[

JW,ḠJZ
]

+ Ḡ2 [JW,JZ] .

Here, by using (19) and (36),we have

N̄ (JW,JZ) = [−JGW,−JGZ]− Ḡ[−JGW,JZ]− Ḡ[JW,−JGZ]+ Ḡ2J [W,Z]

= J [GW,GZ]− JG[GW,Z]− JG[W,GZ]+ JG2 [W,Z]

= JN(W,Z) .

Therefore, we have the following theorem

Theorem 5.Let M be a G− J anti invariant submanifold with almost complex contact metric structure of almost contact

metric manifoldM̄. The relation between Nijenhuis tensor fields of M andM̄ is given by

N̄(JW,JZ) = JN(W,Z) .

Now we investigate relation betweenSandS̄ tensor fields ofM andM̄ respectively. If we applȳG to both side of

H̄2JW=−JW+ x̄(JW)X+ ȳ(JW)Y,

then, we obtain

H̄JW=−JHW. (37)

Also, we find

ḠH̄JZ= JGHZ (38)

and from

ḠJW=−H̄W, (39)

we obtain

ḠJW=−GW (40)

and

σ
(

ḠJW
)

=−σ (GW) . (41)
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If we utilize (22) and (37)-(41) in

S̄(JW,JZ) = N̄(JW,JZ)+2y(JZ)H̄JW−2ȳ(JW) H̄JZ+2ḡ
(

JW,ḠJZ
)

X̄

−2ḡ(JW, H̄JZ)Ȳ−σ
(

ḠJW
)

H̄JZ+σ
(

ḠJZ
)

H̄JW

+σ (JW) ḠH̄JZ−σ (JZ) ḠH̄JW,

we find

S̄(JW,JZ) = JN(W,Z)+2y(Z)JHW−2y(W)JHZ+2ḡ(JW,JGZ)JX

−2ḡ(JW,JHZ)JY−σ (JGW)JHZ+σ (JGZ)JHW

+σ (JW)JGHZ−σ (JZ)JGHW.

Then, we have

S̄(JW,JZ) = J







N(W,Z)+2y(Z)HW−2y(W)HZ+2ḡ(W,GZ)X

−2ḡ(W,HZ)Y−σ (GW)HZ+σ (GZ)HW

σ (W)GHZ−σ (Z)GHW






.

Sinceḡ is Hermitian metric, we get

S̄(JW,JZ) = JS̄(W,Z) .

Theorem 6.Let M be a G− J anti invariant submanifold with almost complex contact metric structure of almost contact

metric manifoldM̄. The relation between Nijenhuis tensor fields of M andM̄ is given by

S̄(JW,JZ) = JS̄(W,Z) .

Theorem 7.Let M be a n-dimensional submanifold of2n+2- dimensional normal almost complex contact metric manifold

M̄. If the structure vector fields̄X,Ȳ are normal to M, then M is totally geodesic if and only if M is G− J anti invariant

submanifold ofM̄.

Proof.Since the structure vector fields̄X,Ȳ are normal toM, Weingarten formula implies

∇̄WJX̄ = ∇WX =−AXW+DWX =−ḠW+σ (W)Y.

From here, we find

ḡ
(

∇̄WJX̄,Z
)

=−ḡ
(

JX̄, ∇̄WZ
)

=−ḡ
(

ḠW,Z
)

= ḡ(X,B(W,Z)) = 0⇒ B(W,Z) = 0

for anyW,Z onM.

SinceM is G− J anti-invariant submanifold of̄M, from

∇̄WḠJZ=−∇̄WJGZ= AJGZW−DWJGZ (42)

we have

JAGZW− JDWGZ= AJGZW−DWJGY (43)
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and again if (42) is calculated, we find

−J((∇̄WG)Z+G∇̄WZ) = AJGZW−DWJGZ.

If G is parallel, then we have

−JG∇̄WZ = AJGZW−DWJGZ. (44)

The same way, we find

∇̄WḠZ=−JG∇WZ− JGB(W,Z) (45)

∇̄ZḠW=−JG∇ZW− JGB(Z,W) (46)

If (43)-(44) is used in (45)-(46) , we can obtain

AJGZW = AJGWZ.

Also, from

∇̄WGZ=−AGZW+DWGZ,

if G is parallel, we can obtain

AGZW = 0.

In the same way, from

∇̄WJZ=−AJZW+DWJZ

∇̄ZJW=−AJWZ+DZJW

we can find

AJZW = AJWZ = 0.

Namely,A= 0. From here we get the following corollary

Corollary 1. Let M be a G−J anti invariant submanifold with almost complex contact metric structure of almost contact

metric manifoldM̄. Then M is totally geodesic submanifold and totally umbilical submanifold ofM̄. Also we have

∇̄XX =−AXX+DXX = σ(X)Y ⇒ AXX = 0

∇̄YY =−AYY+DYY =−σ(Y)X ⇒ AYY = 0

for X,Y is structure vector fields of M.

4 Conclusion

In this study, submanifolds of almost complex contact metric manifolds are investigated. Firstly, the case of being anti-

invariant according toJ andḠ is obtained. The main point in this study is that the structure vector fields are not tangent to

TM. In this case, we have found relations between Nijenhuis tensor fields of almost complex contact metric submanifolds

of this almost complex contact manifolds with almost complex contact manifolds as well as relation between curvature

tensors of these two manifolds. Next, we have showed that structure vector fields must not be tangent toTM. In this case,
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conditions to be total umbilical and totally geodesicḠ− J anti-invariant submanifold of almost complex contact metric

manifolds are given. Finally we give condition to be parallel with respect to the induced connection on̄G−J anti-invariant

submanifold of structure vector fields.
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